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Who we are.
Funding for growth and equity
release
Investment of £2m– £10m for a
minority stake
Long-term and patient capital, no
forced exit

Access to huge network and suppor
Fast and focused investment
process

y providers
does what and where
BGF fit in?
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Filling a structural gap..
Private
Equity
Growth Capital: Long term equity funding
that allows a business to accelerate its
expansion, manage the risks of growth in a
sustainable way, keep control, and work in
partnership with an investor to build
shareholder value.

Venture
Capital

List
Mark

Typical uses for growth capital:
Hiring people
Investing in systems
Supporting an export drive
Buying new plant and machinery
Funding an acquisition
New store roll-out
Strengthening the balance sheet
Cash to de-risk/realign existing shareholders

has re-launched
UK growth capital
stry

How we are doing.

Invested nearly £300m in over 50 business
since October 2011
Introduced 40 highly experienced nonexecutive directors and chairman

Recruited 50 experienced investment
professionals and opened 7 offices across
the UK
Established a strong pipeline
Building an exclusive club of successful
entrepreneurs

nvestments so far.

nvestments so far.
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motive industry.

field based designer and
turer of precision engineered
sion and turbo components
utomotive sector

d by current management
MBO in 2001

ers include Cummins, Toyota,
and Nissan.

med in 12 years from single
£8m revenue to c£50m
business employing over
ple

Manufacturing
vestment: £4m
er: £50-75m
ny location: Huddersfield
ment Date: September 2013
l-group.com

VTL.

In September 2013 BGF invested £4m to enable VTL to dev
new customers in the automotive sector and increasing the
range of components it manufactures for existing customers
BGF’s investment will enable VTL to grow the business
organically by developing new customers in the automotive
sector and increasing the range of components it manufactu
for existing customers. The current funding package and ac
to further growth capital will also provide the financial mean
pursue future acquisitions and investments in the UK and
internationally.
BGF also introduced Michael Baunton (ex CEO of SMMT) a
Non-Executive Chairman

“From the outset, BGF demonstrated an
interest in our business above and beyond that
of a typical investor and having spent time
talking to them over the past few months, we
feel confident that they are the right fit for us.”
Bruno Jouan, CEO
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Medicina.

a is a Bolton based
equipment design and
mpany, with a focus on
eeding devices.

In December 2013, BGF invested £6m to enable Medicina
capitalise on growth opportunities in the UK and Internation
markets, to provide capital to support new product developm
and to fund potential future acquisitions.
Medicina are currently engaged in discussions with one suc
acquisition target.
BGF introduced Gavin Mould as Non-Executive Chairman,
is actively involved in assisting the Company in recruiting an
experienced Finance Director ,

d in 1992 Medicina has
ully expanded its product
nd is now the UK market
its niche sector.

nt opportunities for
s growth driven by new
dards.

Healthcare
vestment: £6m
er: £10m-£15m
ny location: Bolton
ment Date: December 2013
edicina.co.uk

“As part of our growth strategy it was important
to find the right long-term investor to partner
with. BGF demonstrated a strong interest in the
business and we believe that they are the right
partner for us.”
Ken Harrison, CEO of

ucts & services
lobal energy
stry.

3Sun Group.

in 2007, 3sun Group operates in
d gas , and onshore and offshore
ors. It is an established supplier
panels for offshore oil and gas
nd platform applications, whilst in
re wind sector it installs,
and maintains wind turbines.

3Sun Group has expanded its oil and gas business through
combination of organic growth and acquisition.
The offshore wind sector, where 3Sun Group installs, inspe
and maintains turbines, is also forecast to grow, both in the
and Europe, as operations and maintenance contracts are
awarded for the current generation of turbines and construc
for the next generation begins.

ast seven years 3sun Group has
pidly, now employing 240 people
pprentices across its
ters in Great Yarmouth, and sites
d, Norway, Germany and

Oil & Gas / Wind Energy
s
vestment: £10m
er: £20 - £30m
ny location: Great Yarmouth
ment Date: March 2014
ungroup.co.uk

The investment of growth capital from BGF is principally
supporting 3Sun Group’s plans to accelerate expansion in i
Great Yarmouth base and advance further opportunities in t
UK and northern Europe.
“Securing this £10m investment is an enormous
achievement for us. The financial support from
BGF is testament to the dedication of the entire
3sun Group team and the notable work we are
already doing in the industry”
Graham Hacon, founder and MD
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estment of £2m-£10m

What we can offer.
Cash-in: to support long term growth
Cash-out: for existing shareholders

ty stake of up to 40%

Always a minority partner – you retain contro

Flexible structures –
equity / loan notes

Meets the needs of the company and shareh

losed fund pressures

Patient capital. No drag rights, no forced exit

Fair legal approach

Less onerous investor legal protections

Fast and focused
investment process

Minimises disruption and fees

More than money

Access to impressive network and support

mmary

Why BGF?
Filling a structural funding gap with a
flexible and management focussed
solution
More than 50 entrepreneurs have
chosen us to date
The team, capital and connections to
help you

and relevant.
n offices.

Across the UK.
Midlands
45 Church Street,
Birmingham B3 2RT,
0845 266 8862
London & South East
21 Palmer Street
London SW1H 0AD
0845 266 8860
Scotland
Atholl Exchange,
6 Canning Street,
Edinburgh EH3 8EG,
0845 266 8863
1 Carden Place,
Aberdeen AB10 1UT,
0845 266 8863

North, North West
& Northern Ireland
Level 10, Tower 12,
18-22 Bridge Street,
Spinningfields
Manchester M3 3BZ,
0845 266 8861
1 City Square,
Leeds LS1 2ES,
0845 600 0142
South West &
South Wales
Hartwell House,
55–61 Victoria Street,
Bristol BS1 6AD,
0845 266 8864

